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■Introduction
1) What is KOPICS?
■Let's have fun in Dress-up-games■
KOPICS is the dress-up game generator.
You can create dress-up games with sounds and motions.
You can publish your games freely.
■Game Mode■
You can enjoy dress-up games with intuitive mouse operation.
There is a community feature to share game data.
■Creation Mode■
KOPICS has intuitive and simple features for creating dress-up games.
PNG, JPG, BMP and PSD image formats supported.
WAV, MP3 and OGG sound formats supported.
You can easily upload your games to Steam Workshop for distribution to users around the
world.
■Trial Mode■
You can try the sample games for KOPICS.
Use it as a reference for creating games.
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2) Types of KOPICS
KOPICS has released the following two types.
KOPICS (Steam Edition)
KOPICS (Steam Edition) is released for free on Steam.
The Steam Edition has Steam community features (workshop, achievements, etc.).
KOPICS (Standard Edition)
KOPICS (Standard Edition) is available for free at
https://drive.google.com/uc?export=download&id=1uXhEHXFO9U8drOrt-vqPWMxPEI2
XRAdE
The Standard Edition does not have Steam community features.
3) Update
Update information are announced on the official website, twitter and Steam News.
We would appreciate updating it if you notice it.
*The Steam Edition will be automatically updated to the latest version.
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■Mode
KOPICS consists of three modes: Game Mode, Creation Mode and Trial Mode (Figs. 1-4).
Game mode is the mode in which you play the games you own or have created. You can
enjoy the dress-up games by intuitive mouse operation.
Creation Mode is a mode to create games for KOPICS. It implements visual and simple
features for game creation.
In the Trial Mode, You can try the sample games for KOPICS.

Fig.1: Icons of each mode of KOPICS
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Fig.2：Trial Mode

Fig.3：Game Mode
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Fig.4：Creation Mode
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■Game Data
KOPICS supports game data in EGD file format.
You can use downloaded game data by putting it in the “assets” folder.
* It is not necessary to put the game data in the "assets" folder to subscribe the game on the
workshop (Steam version only).
You can open the “assets” folder by clicking on the folder button in the game manager in
Game Mode.
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■Trial Mode
In Trial Mode, you can try the sample games for KOPICS.
The toolbar has the following items (Fig.5)

Fig.5: Toolbar in Trial Mode
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■Game Mode
Game Mode is a mode where you play dress-up games using your own game data.
1) Toolbar
The toolbar has the following items (Fig.6).

Fig.6: Game Mode toolbar
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2) Download links
The game data for KOPICS that has been released are displayed on the “Download” menu.
There are three kinds of game data displayed here (Fig.7).
The first is the game data posted to Steam Workshop. You can get the game data by
subscribing, which will only be shown in the Steam Edition (blue frame in Fig.7).
* "Workshop" is a hub for publishing, organizing and downloading content and tools
created by users.
"Workshop" is managed by Valve which operates Steam, and it becomes possible to use it
by agreeing to the usage agreement.
https://steamcommunity.com/workshop/workshopsubmitinfo/
The way the workshop is used depends on the video games, and it is used to share the game
data in KOPICS.
Users can upload their own games to the workshop and use it to create illustrations by
subscribing them.
The second is the game data sold in the Steam Item Store. You can use it by purchasing it on
Steam (red frame in Fig.10).
The third is the game data published outside the Steam Workshop (green frame in Fig.10).
Since creators are published on their own website, please access the link and download the
game data.
Downloaded game data can be used by putting it in the “assets” folder.
The “assets” folder can be displayed by pressing the folder button on the Game Manager
menu on the Game Mode.
The added game data is automatically loaded on KOPICS.
Game data have the terms set by the creator, please use game data after observing it.
If you want to display links for the game data you created, please contact us.
* EGD files may be published as a set with the "HOKUSAI (Redistributable version under the
old name of KOPICS: Distribution is finished)". In that case, move or copy the EGD file in the
"assets" folder to the "assets" folder of KOPICS.
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Fig.7: Type of the download links
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3) Game selection
Select the game to use (blue frame in Fig.8).
All scenes in the selected game data are moved to the scene list (red frame in Fig.8), and you
can move to the game screen by selecting it.

Fig.8: Game selection
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4) Gameplay
In the dress-up game screen, you can select items in different categories and their colors by
left-clicking on them (Fig. 9).
You can remove the item from the selection list by unchecking the checkbox on the left side
of the item name.
You can change the display position of items with "movable" attributes by clicking
button. At this time, you can also use the directional keys on your keyboard.

Fig9: Dress-up game screen
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(1) Category selection buttons
Categories are made up of body, eyes, nose, mouth, cheeks, hair, clothes, accessories,
body fluids, additional items, public items group and text. These can be customized by
selecting them (red frame in Fig.9). The categories are as follows (Fig.10).

Fig.10: Category selection buttons
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(2) Subcategory selection buttons
Each category has several subcategories. For example, “Eyes” category is divided from
“Eyes” and “Eyebrows” (blue frame in Fig.9).
You can deselect all items by left clicking on the selected subcategory button.
*If the subcategory has no items, it is not displayed.

(3) Item selection buttons
Select items in the category. For example, you can select eyes in Fig.9 (green frame in
Fig.9).
If there is an arrow icon on the left of the item name, it is possible to move position of
items. After moving the item by clicking the icon, you can set the position by pressing
the left click or enter key. To reset the position, deselect the item once and select it
again.

(4) Color selection button
You can select a color difference (purple frame in Fig.9).

(5) Command buttons
Buttons to turn on/off the settings built into the game (yellow frame in Fig.9).
The command buttons are as follows (Fig.11).
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Fig.11: Command buttons
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5) Save files
The edited file will be automatically saved at the following timings:
- When you press the "Exit" button on the game screen.
- When adding, duplicating, deleting and reordering illustrations in Game Mode.
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6) Simple selection mode
In the simple selection mode, the item list is hidden and you can select items in the selected
sub-category with mouse scroll.
The icons of the subcategories are as follows.

Fig.12: Sub-category icons
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■Creation Mode
In Creation Mode, you can create game data for use in Game Mode.
1) Overview
Overview of Creation Mode is as follows.

Fig.13: Creation Mode UI
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1-1: Toolbar
Creation Mode toolbar is as follows (Fig.14).

Fig.14: Toolbar in Creation Mode
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1-2: Game title
The game title is displayed here (Fig.13 A).
1-3: Scene name
The scene name is displayed here (Fig.13 B).
You can duplicate and delete scenes.
1-4: Edit
Drag and drop the image data to import it.
The supported image data formats are PNG, JPG, BMP and PSD.
By double-clicking the item, you can display the detailed settings dialog.

1-5: Event
You can set events such as sounds and effects on your scene.
With this feature, for example, you can create dress-up games that play music at the start, or
play sounds when you click on certain items.

1-6: Animation (Unimplemented)
Create the animation.

1-7: Preview
Preview your game.
It is recommended to preview your game before exporting it.
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2) How to make game data
2-1: Preparation
Prepare the images you want to use for your games.
The available formats are PNG, JPG, BMP and PSD.
If you want to import character images, prepare images in a format that contains
transparency information, specifically PNG or PSD format.
JPG images can also be used for background images that do not require transparency.
The following is how to create the game that can be dressed up.
Prepare your character's image in PSD format.
The following two things are recommended for the PSD data (Fig. 15).
-The PSD data should be layered by body, eyes, mouth, clothes, etc.
-The layers of each part are combined into a single layer.
Please refer to the item classification of the test PSD data included with the software.
When you import the PSD data which is layered for each part, the items are automatically
assigned to the category based on the layer name. Please refer to Table 1 for the keywords.
Some PSD files created by some software may fail to import due to the difference of data
structure.
If you save the failed PSD file in Photoshop, you may succeed to import it.
If the name of the PSD file is not English or Japanese, it will fail to import. Please change the
name of the PSD file to English or Japanese.
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Fig.15：An example of PSD layers
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2-2: Launch Creation Mode
Click the Creation Mode icon

on the main tab to switch to Creation Mode.

2-3：Create new project
To create a new game data, click "New" on the toolbar (Fig.16).
The "New Project" dialog is displayed. Enter the project title.
*Please enter the project title in half-width alphanumeric characters.

Fig.16: Create new project
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2-4：Creating scenes
A scene is a subproject generated in a project.
"Scene1" is automatically added when creating a new project (Fig.17).
To add a new scene, click

button.

You can duplicate scenes by clicking

button. Duplicating scenes is a useful feature, for

example, to create a scene above the character's knee after creating the entire character.
If you want to delete scenes, click

button.

Fig.17: Adding and selecting a scene
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2-5: Import images
Import images with drag & drop. When the import is successful, it will be imported for each
part such as body, eyes, and clothes. At this time items are automatically placed in
categories and sub categories which should be arranged according to the layer name of the
PSD image.
*The feature of automatically placing items supports only Japanese and English layer names.
The correspondence to other languages is undecided.
The words where automatic placement takes place are below (Table 1).
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Table 1: Layer name list supports automatic placement feature
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2-6: Categorize items
In case of unintended placement, move items by dragging and dropping (Fig.18), or cut (Ctrl
+ X) and paste (Ctrl + V) it.
Z-index values are set for each category and sub category. Specifically, the items placed in
the clothing category are higher in the z-index than the items placed in the body category,
and the part is set to be drawn on the front side.
Recommended placement categories and sub categories for each part and the default
z-index values are as follows (Table2).
*You can change the z-index for each item. Please double click on items and change z-index
with item detail settings. For details see 2-14: Change z-index.

Fig.18: Change the item category by dragging and dropping
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Table2: Recommended placement categories for each part and the default z-index list
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2-7: Changing the position and size of items
By clicking on

button, you can change the position and size of the imported items.

If you want to change the size scroll the mouse.
If you want to change the items at once, select "Edit All Items". If you want to change the
items individually, select "Edit Individual Items".
With this feature, you can create illustrations of your character's upper body or above the
knee.
After importing the images and categorizing the items, click on the Duplicate Scene button
(red frame in Fig.19).
Then click on the Change Position and Scale button (blue frame in Fig.19).
In this state, you can change the size by scrolling the mouse and adjust the position by
moving the mouse.
If an unwanted scene is generated, click on the Delete Scene button to delete the scene
(green frame in Fig.19).
*If you zoom in too much, the image may be blurred. In this case, you should prepare a
larger resolution image and import it.
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Fig.19: Duplicate scenes and adjustment image position
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2-8: Change z-index value
Z-index value is set for each part, and it is decided whether it is drawn on the front side or
the back side.
The z-index has a default value for each category and sub category. In particular, the
clothing category has a z-index higher than the body category, and as a result, it is always
displayed on the front side
You can change this z-index manually for each part. Change the z-index value of item detail
settings (Fig.20).
Specifically, we think that you will use this function when you want to register socks and
shoes as items. The categories where socks and socks should enter are accessories, and the
sub category to be entered is “Accessory foot”. Since the group ID is different from the
default value, it can be selected at the same time. However, the shoe cannot be depicted on
the front side of the sock because the z-index has the same value.
If the z-index values of the items in the same category are the same value, the items to be
displayed on the front side are decided by the loading priority. In other words, the items that
were load in advance will be displayed on the back side in Game Mode.
In such a case, by changing to socks (z-index =14000) and shoes (z-index = 14001), it
becomes possible to describe the shoes in front of socks.

Also, by changing the number of layers in one item, images with different z-index can be
displayed together (blue frame in Fig.20).
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Fig.20: Z-index
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2-9: How to allow multiple selections of items (about group ID)
There are items that can be selected at the same time and items that can be selected only
one within sub categories.
Specifically, you can select only one part belonging to the sub category of body. On the
other hand, it is set so that you can select multiple items belonging to the accessory in the
default settings.
Whether items can be selected at the same time is managed by the numerical value called
group ID (red frame in Fig.21).
For example, the reason why only one part belonging to the body subcategory can be
selected within the same category is because the group ID is set to the same value.
If you need to select two or more items at the same time in the body category, open the
item detail settings and change the group ID to a different value.
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Fig.21: Group ID
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2-10: How to make items with color difference
If you want to create hairstyles and clothes for characters with different colors, create items
according to the following steps (1) to (4).
(1) Import PSD or different color images as separate items.
*If you want to import PSD, place different color images in separate layers in the PSD
(refer the sample PSD).
(2) Select all items imported in (1), right-click and select "Merge Items"(Fig.22).

Fig.22: Merge different color items

(3) The different color images selected in (2) are merged with the first item (upper left on the
listview).
*Open the item edit dialog and confirm that the items selected in (2) are added to the
second and subsequent color slots (Fig.23).
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Fig.23: Merged item with different colors

(4) Click the preview image with the eyedropper to set colors of each icon (Fig.24).

Fig.24: Settings of color icons
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2-11: Public Items
Public items can be shared and used in Game Mode.
Public items are backgrounds, effects, illustrations, lines and lettering in the category
"Common Items".
Public items let you make more flexible character customization.
Public items settings can be set by enabling the "public" check box in the item detail settings
(Fig.36).
The background, effect, illustrations, lines and lettering belonging to the additional items
are set as public items by default, but by removing the check box, it becomes non-public
items. If you want to create a dress-up game containing a background image and want to
use that background only within the game, please uncheck the “Public”.

Fig.25: Settings of public items
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2-12: Movable items
"Movable" items are items that can change the display position and the scale in Game
Mode.
It is recommended to designate the effect, illustration, line, and lettering as movable items.
The movable part setting can be changed by the detailed setting of the item.

Fig.26: Settings of movable items
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2-13: Locked Items
You can always display the item by adding the "Locked" attribute.
We assume that you create an item with an image of the game creator's signature and add
this attribute (Figure 27).

Fig.27: Settings of locked items
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2-14: Event Creation
You can add sounds and motions to the scene by using the event creation feature.

Fig.28: Example of creating an event
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In order to create events, you need to place "nodes" in the slots according to the purpose of
the event.
There are two types of nodes, "Condition" and "Action". Drag and drop each node to the
corresponding slot (Fig.29 and 30).
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Fig.29: Types of nodes
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Fig.30: Condition Slot (green frame) and Action Slot (red frame)
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Example 1) Play background music
If you want to create an event that plays music at the start of the game, set the "Timer" node
to the condition slot and the "Play Sounds" node to the action slot as shown below (Fig.31).

Fig.31A: Play background music
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1: Set the elapsed time of the "Timer" to 0.00 seconds.

Fig.31B: Play background music

2: Double-click on the “Play Sounds” node to open the detail settings.
Select a sound file and check the "Loop" checkbox.
You can use MP3, OGG and WAV audio data as sound files.
To reduce the data size, it is recommended to use MP3 or OGG files for the audio data.

Fig.31C: Play background music
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Example 2) Play a sound at the specified time has elapsed since the game started
If you want to create an event that plays a sound at a specified time from the start of the
game, set the "Timer" node to the condition slot and the "Play Sounds" node to the action
slot as shown below (Fig.32).

Fig.32A: Play a sound at the specified time has elapsed since the game started
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1: Double-click on the "Timer" node to open the settings and set the time for the action
to occur.

Fig.32B: Play a sound at the specified time has elapsed since the game started

2: Double-click on the "Play Sounds" node to open the settings and set the sound. Don't
check the "Loop" checkbox.

Fig.32C: Play a sound at the specified time has elapsed since the game started
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Example 3) Play a sound when selecting the specified items
If you want to create an event that plays a sound when the specified items are selected, set
the "Select" node to the condition slot and the "Play Sounds" node to the action slot as
shown below (Fig.33).

Fig.33A: Play a sound when selecting the specified items
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1: Double-click on the "Select" node to open the settings. Click on the "ALL" button to set
all items as conditions.

Fig.33B: Play a sound when selecting the specified items

2: Double-click on the "Play Sounds" node to open the settings and set the sound. Don't
check the "Loop" checkbox.

Fig.33C: Play a sound when selecting the specified items
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Example 4) Show other items when clicking the specified items
If you want to create an event that show other items when the specified items are clicked,
set the "Click" node to the condition slot and the "Show Items" node to the action slot as
shown below (Fig.34).

Fig.34A: Show other items when clicking the specified items
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1: Double-click on the "Click" node to open the settings.
Select items that you want to set as conditions.

Fig.34B: Show other items when clicking the specified items

2: Double-click on the "Show Items" node to open the settings.
Select the items that you want to display when clicked on the items set in the
conditions.

Fig.34C: Show other items when clicking the specified items
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Example 5) Play a motion when clicking the specified items
If you want to create an event that plays a motion when the specified items are clicked, set
the "Click" node to the condition slot and the "Play Motion" node to the action slot as
shown below (Fig.35).

Fig.35A: Play a motion when clicking the specified items
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1: Double-click on the "Click" node to open the settings.
Select items that you want to set as conditions.

Fig.35B: Play a motion when clicking the specified items

2: Double-click on the "Play Motion" node to open the settings.
Select the motion that you want to play.

Fig.35C: Play a motion when clicking the specified items
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Example 6) Play an effect when clicking the specified items
If you want to create an event that plays an effect when the specified items are clicked, set
the "Click" node to the condition slot and the "Play Effects" node to the action slot as shown
below (Fig.36).

Fig.36A: Play an effect when clicking the specified items
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1: Double-click on the "Click" node to open the settings.
Select items that you want to set as conditions.

Fig.36B: Play an effect when clicking the specified items

2: Double-click on the "Play Effects" node and select an effect in the settings.
You can change the size of the effect by scrolling the mouse and the position of the
effect by dragging the mouse.

Fig.36C: Play an effect when clicking the specified items
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2-15: Game information settings
To change the game information, click "Edit Game Info” button from the tool bar. Here, you
can set game title, author name, terms of use, visibility (only Steam Edition), preview image,
and item tag (Fig.37).
Game Title: Set game title to be displayed in KOPICS.
Also, if you submitted the game data to Steam Workshop, this name will be displayed.
Author Name: Set the name of the game creator.
Stand-Alone: Configure the settings for standalone. Enable this checkbox if you want to
prevent your game data from being used in combination with other games.
Rules/Terms of Use: Enter the rules and terms of use of your game data.
In particular, when publishing games to other users, be sure to define the terms of use and
fill in here.
The text you enter will be displayed in Game Mode of KOPICS, Workshop item page, etc.
Tags: Users can easily find items by selecting the tag related to the created game data.
Multiple tags can be selected.
Visibility: You can select the target of publication in Workshop.
Public: Publish to the whole Workshop user.
Friends-only: Releases only to Steam's Friends.
Hidden: Just uploading it will not appear on Workshop.
Preview: Set thumbnail of KOPICS game selection screen and thumbnail image used for
Workshop preview image.
By default, the thumbnail set in "Scene 1(Scenes created first)" is set as the thumbnail image
of the game.
Drag and drop the image (BMP, JPG, PNG) into the preview image area, or click the browse
button to select the image.
When a transparent PNG image is used as the preview image, the transparent portion is
automatically set as black.
The optimal image size for the preview image is 512 x 512 px (aspect ratio 1:1). Since the size
of the image is automatically adjusted at the time of reading, it is not necessary to change
the image size in advance.
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Fig.37: Game Information settings dialog
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2-16：Save project
Pressing the save button saves the project.
Save data is saved in IMP file format.
To restart a project, click the Open button and select the IMP file of the project you want to
resume.

2-17： Export game data
In order to be able to use game data in Game Mode, it is necessary to output it as an EGD
format file.
Select "Export Game Data" from the toolbar.
Specify the save destination and select "Save", the EGD file will be output. You can use EGD
file by placing it in the "assets" folder of KOPICS.
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2-18: Publish game data
You can publish your own game data and share them with other users.
There are 4 ways to publish game data.
(1) Publish on your website
(2) Sell it on web market
(3) Publish on Steam Workshop
(4) Sell on the Steam Item Store
(1) You do not have to contact OCTET if you are publishing game data on your
website. If you contact us, we will introduce your game data as the links on Game
Mode of KOPICS.
(2) It is also possible to sell game data with some web market. Also, you do not need
to contact us. In this case, we don't ask for some of the revenue that game creators
have earned on sale. If you contact us, we will introduce your game data as the links
on Game Mode of KOPICS.
(3) Steam Workshop is a valve service that allows you to upload and share items
created by you.
* The feature to upload to Workshop is available only in "KOPICS Steam Edition".
By using Workshop, you can share game data you created with other users.
To upload game data to Steam Workshop, select "Upload" button on the tool bar.
Fill out the necessary information in the displayed "Publish to Steam Workshop”
dialog (Fig.23).
Please check whether the content of the data violates "Steam Community Content
Guidelines" before uploading game data.
You can upload game data to Workshop by clicking the "Upload" button.
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* If you have not agreed to the Steam Terms of Service, a confirmation page to the
Terms of Service will be displayed. By agreeing to the terms of service on this page,
you will be able to publish game data to the whole Workshop.
After the upload is completed, you can check / edit game information on the
displayed link destination.

Fig.38: Upload settings dialog
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(4) The Steam Item Store is a service that allows you to sell your items on Steam.
To sell game data in the Steam Item Store, select the “Upload” button on the
toolbar.
Fill out the required information in the "Sell on the Steam Store" dialog (Fig.39).
Asking price is an estimate of the price that will be sold in the Steam item store when
the item is adopted. The price set here will not be announced before it is sold in the
Steam Item Store.
* The feature to sell game data on Steam Item Store is available only in "KOPICS
Steam Edition".
* The price is based on US dollars and changes to all supported currencies
depending on the conversion rate managed by Valve.
The conversion rate is updated according to currency trends.
* Please contact us if you want a price not in this selection field.
*Before uploading game data, make sure that the data does not violate the Steam
Community Content Guidelines.
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Fig.39: “Sell on the Steam Store” dialog
Click the "Sell" button to upload the game data to the workshop. Game data are
posted to the curated workshop that is different from the regular workshop in (3).
In curated workshops, users vote for items, and items that have gained a certain
level of popularity are adopted.
Approved items are actually sold in the Steam item store, and item creators can
receive profits from sales.
After uploading to the curated workshop, you need to enter payment information
(Fig.40).
Enter your payment information on the Steam Launcher.
* Payment information is managed by Valve and OCTET will not receive it.
* Please enter payment information using only alphanumeric characters and
some symbols.
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Fig.40: Enter Payment Info
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Enter Contact Information

Enter your name, address, postal code, and phone number in alphanumeric
characters.
*Bank account holder name must match bank records.
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Enter Payment Details

Payee Name:

Enter the name of the bank account holder.

Payee Account Number: Enter your bank account number.
Bank SWIFT Code:

Enter your bank identification number.

Bank Name:

Enter the bank name.

Bank Street Address~: Enter your bank address.
Account Type:

Select your bank account type.
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Enter Tax Information

Click “Continue”.

Select "Individual / sole proprietor or single-member LLC" and select "Yes".
Enter your name, last name, and select your date of birth and country.
Click “Continue”.
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Enter the address in the same way as "Enter Contact Information"
Click “Continue” and the message will be displayed in red at the bottom.
Check "I received an error message stating the address input was invalid, however
I confirm that the address is valid" and click "Continue" again.

Select “Yes” for both and click “Continue”.
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*Pattern A: Except United States

Select “No” and click “Continue”.

Check that "Individual" is entered and click "Continue".

Check only "None of the above apply" at the bottom and click "Continue".
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Make sure your country of residence is selected and click "Continue".

Select "Yes" and enter your tax ID (TIN) in the "If you have a ~ TIN, then provide
this number in the box to the right"
*Reference: https://partner.steamgames.com/doc/finance/taxfaq#2
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Click “Continue”.

Select "No" and click "Continue"

Check the contents of "W-8BEN" and click "Continue"
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Check all check boxes.
Enter your name in "Name of beneficial owner (or individual authorized to sign for
beneficial owner)".
Enter your Steam account email address in "Email address associated with your
Steam Account".
Enter "Individual" in the "Capacity in which acting" field.
Click "Submit W-8BEN" after entering all.
Tax information entry (for non-US users) is complete.
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*Pattern B: United States

Select “Yes” and click “Continue”

Select "Individual".
Enter a TIN and select whether the number corresponds to SSN or EIN.
Click “Continue”.

Check the contents of "W-9" and click "Continue".
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Check all check boxes.
Enter your name in "Signature".
Enter your Steam account email address in "Email address used to log in to your
Steam Account".
Click “Submit W-9”.
Tax information entry (for US users) is complete.
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Finalize item revenue sharing

Click "Finalize" to publish the item to the curated workshop. In curated workshop,
users vote for items, and they will be adopted sequentially in the Steam item store.
60% of the sales of the item sold are paid to the creator of the item.
*KOPICS workshop revenue share (60%) may change in the future.
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■Terms

- Copyright of the game data made with Creation Mode belongs to the creator
of the game data.
- Game data exported with Creation Mode can be published freely for general /
adults, commercial or non-commercial use.
- You can freely publish game data without contact us.
- When distributing game data, please specify the terms and rules on your own.
- OCTET assumes no responsibility for any problems caused by the distribution
of game data.
- OCTET assumes no responsibility for any problems caused by usage of game
data.
- We will prohibit redistributing or reselling KOPICS.
- We will prohibit the act of reverse engineering (disassemble, decompile, etc.)
on this application to analyze / modify the contents.

- KOPICS can be used only if you agree to the above terms of service.
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■Notes■
・We may change the contents of this agreement, but we can not notify the user
every time.
・The latest terms and conditions are always applied.
■Others■
1: About download links in Game Mode
Please contact OCTET if you publish the game data to your website and wish to display it in
download links of KOPICS.

2: About HOKUSAI
"HOKUSAI" is the name at the early stage of development of this application. For this reason,
the name of HOKUSAI may be displayed on websites related to KOPICS.

3: When application can not be started
"If you can not start the application by displaying a message such as" Can not start the
program because there is no msvcp140.dll (msvcr140.dll, vcruntime140.dll) on the computer
", please download and install Microsoft Visual C ++ redistributable package (x86) of Visual
Studio 2017.
Execute the downloaded vc_redist.x86.exe and check "I accept the license terms and terms of
use". Then you can setup by installing data.
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■Special Thanks
We used the following contents in the manual, the sample games, the store page and the
trailer.

[Illustration]
きまぐれアフター
http://www5d.biglobe.ne.jp/~gakai/

-著作権フリー立ちキャラクター素材集 vol.1～9
-著作権フリー立ちキャラクター素材集 久子
-著作権フリー立ちキャラクター素材集 仁
-著作権フリー立ちキャラクター素材集 駿太
-著作権フリー立ちキャラクター素材集 昂馬
-著作権フリー立ちキャラクター素材集 vol.5X(仮)
-著作権フリー背景素材集[女子部屋]
-著作権フリー背景素材集

[Sound]
Peritune
https://peritune.com/

-Pop_Motivation
-Coffee Lounge
-Strategy4
-Tea party
-Daybreak
-Enjoyable2
-Breakthrough

Honey Drop
https://www.dlsite.com/home/circle/profile/=/maker_id/RG26929.html

-汎用台詞素材集
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さくら庵
http://appelkoos.kitunebi.com/index.html

-ボイス素材集 vol02 生意気少年_佐倉杏

VoiceRec
https://voicerecest.wixsite.com/home

-Japanese Anime Voices:Male Character Series Vol.5

■Contact Us
For questions, requests, bug reports etc. on KOPICS, please contact the following contacts.
E-mail: octetgames@gmail.com
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